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intRoDuction
the emergence of the czech Republic‘s claims towards developing countries has its 
source in the history of the former socialist czechoslovakia, which was a generous sup-
porter of its actual and potential ideological allies. Within the building of a worldwide so-
cialist society, czechoslovakia mostly supported the countries which had friendly relations 
with socialist regimes.

assistance to such countries, until the 1960s, mostly took the form of material aid. in the 
case of czechoslovakia, there was an important role in supporting businesses that could 
prove advantageous to the czechoslovakian economy as well. it is, for instance, the case 
of the construction of technological units, engineering products, and a significant volume 
of arms (Jelínek 2012).

one of the manners of financing these supplies was providing loans based on established 
international agreements or financial agreements that, while civilian, included supplies 
of investments and in cases of special government loans, supplies of what is known as 
specialized technology (mF 2005a). the term „specialized technology“ includes arms and 
other military equipment as well as military vehicles that could be used for non–military 
purposes. however, their military use is likely to be presumed given the confidential na-
ture of these contracts, the texts of which have not yet been published. therefore we are 
unable to find out their specific content.

the issue of debt of developing countries towards the czech Republic is a relatively unex-
plored topic. the scope of loans and other kinds of assistance provided to the „friendly“ 
developing countries was published as late as 2006 (stojanov 2006). before that, only 
indefinite sums without the needed context were leaked to the public. there is very little 
data on the efficiency of the assistance in question. that has been one of the reasons 
why the czech and slovak public in the 1990s and at the beginning of the 21st century 
displayed very little interest in providing any assistance to developing countries except for 
humanitarian aid.

the main goal of this text is to provide basic information concerning the development of 
financial claims and obligations (i.e. debt) of developing countries towards the czech Re-
public, primarily from the 1990s up to 2017 and in the context of the post-socialist county 
development and its relation to the developing countries. the secondary goal of this work 
is to point out particular ways to clear the debt that was accumulated in the period in 
question. 

For the needs of this paper, the information was analyzed from the primary sources such 
as the ministry of Foreign affairs of the czech Republic and the ministry of Finance of the 
czech Republic, and the data dealing with czech debt relief. the advantage is that the in-
formation is generally from primary sources. i also analyzed media newspaper information 
such as the bbc (former czech branch), the Respekt journal, etc. the used conversion 
exchange rates from czech crowns (czK) to u.s. dollars (usD), were to the specific date 
according to the czech national bank.
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FRom DonoR to Recipient anD DonoR again
czech developmental policies have a long tradition dating back to the time of czecho-
slovakia, which engaged extensively in the developing regions throughout the post–
1945 period. available sources show that it is mostly cooperation in trade realized by 
supplying investments, special government loans, and specialized technology (arms) 
and providing expert services. these were funded by the governments from their 
resources or by czechoslovak army (firm) loans (for details see zídek, sieber 2007 
and 2009). 

contemporary developmental assistance has again been taking place since 1995 af-
ter the cR entered the club of oecD countries (horký, lightfoot 2019). one of the 
main declared strategies was the transfer of experience from the process of politi-
cal and economic transformation in the 1990s to „southern“ countries and eastern 
europe, which became more of a myth than reality according to horký (2012). this 
also corresponds to the weak results of the czech official Development assistance 
(oDa) in the cDi index (marking the willingness to assist developing countries) in 
2012 among the 27 richest countries in the world, where the czech Republic ranked 
24th (see below for details). 

as a new member of the eu, the czech Republic was supposed to enhance its of-
ficial Development assistance (oDa) to 0,17 percent in the ratio oDa/gni[1] in 2010 
and 0,33 percent in 2015 (mzv 2010b). Figure 1 shows that this financial obligation 
has not yet been met. in 2018 the czech Republic provided developmental assis-
tance in the total sum of 6,639 bil. czech crowns (czK), with the oDa/gni ration at 
0,13 percent. the ministry of Foreign affairs attributes this decrease, in comparison 
to previous years, to the growth of the czech economy (mFa 2019a).

Figure 1: the level of czech oDa in the oDa/gni1 ratio (1999–2018)

Year
oDa

(v mil. czK)
oDa/hnD

(in percentage)

1999 516 0,027

2000 624 0,032

2001 1007 0,047

2002 1486 0,065

1  gni – gross national income
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2003 2556 0,101

2004 2780 0,106

2005 3236 0,114

2006 3637 0,120

2007 3633 0,110

2008 4245 0,124

2009 4077 0,120

2010 4342 0,127

2011 4426 0,125

2012 4291 0,124

2013 4125 0,114

2014 4404 0,112

2015 4894 0,115

2016 6365 0,142

2017 6371 0,150

2018 6639 0,130

source: stojanov (2006), mzv (2010a, 2012, 2013, 2016, 2017, 2018a, 2018b, 2019a)

the primary forms of assistance were the following: multilateral (70% in the long 
run) and bilateral assistance (30%). While multilateral assistance is mostly mandatory 
(the czech Republic become committed to payments as part of its memberships in 
international institutions such as various un agencies and european union) and the 
expanding contributions of the czech Republic into the eu budget (and, consequent-
ly, into its developmental policies). bilateral assistance is mostly focused on projects 
realized by czech subjects. the projects mostly aim at the so-called program and 
project countries[1]. according to the new concept of the czech oDa2, the projects 

2   the czech Republic’s concept of international development cooperation (mzv, 2010b) divided oDa target coun-
tries into i) program countries (bosna and hercegovina, ethiopia, moldavia, and mongolia) with detailed bilateral 
cooperation programs with focused sectoral targeting and ii) project countries (cambodia, georgia, Kosovo, 
palestinian autonomous regions, serbia), that is countries where development aid is also welcomed, but based 
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primarily focus on environmental, agricultural, social sectors (including education, so-
cial and health services), economic development (including energy), and support of 
democratic development, human rights, and social transformation. 
 
the ministry of Foreign affairs of the czech Republic (mFa) is the overseer of develop-
mental assistance according to the act on Development cooperation and humanitar-
ian aid from 2010. it secures the strategic and financial framework for the realization 
of developmental, transformative, and humanitarian activities including their probing 
and evaluation. the ministry of Foreign affairs is also responsible for compliance with 
the implementation of the czech oDa with international obligations and with the over-
all priorities of the czech Republic’s operations abroad. mFa runs the czech Develop-
ment agency (cRa) and is responsible for the implementation of bilateral czech oDa 
projects in priority developing countries and also partly in ukraine (mFa 2018).
 
in 2017 a new strategic and program framework of the czech oDa was formed. 
government Resolution no. 591 of 21 august 2017 adopted the strategy for interna-
tional Development cooperation of the czech Republic for the period 2018 - 2030. 
in the fall of 2017, the council for Foreign Development cooperation confirmed six 
bilateral development cooperation programs agreed for the period 2018-2023 with 
bosnia and herzegovina, ethiopia, georgia, cambodia, moldova, and zambia. both 
the new strategy and the bilateral development programs reflect the priorities of 
agenda 2030 and the strategic framework of the czech Republic 2030. as well as 
the recommendations of the oecD-Dac peer Review of 2016 have been taken into 
account (mFa 2018).
 
the main objectives of providing czech oDa strategy states a concentrated imple-
mentation of bilateral programs under comprehensive sDgs and better continuity of 
humanitarian and development activities to support the rapid stabilization of the part-
ner countries and more efficient linking of bilateral and multilateral activities, includ-
ing stronger involvement of czech organizations in international financial instruments 

on “objective” (meaning financial) reasons, it cannot be based on bilateral cooperation program. besides program 
and project countries, oDa is also provided to iii) other countries and regions (most frequently its former priority 
countries, i.e., angola, vietnam, zambia), where past projects are finishing up, and current aid usually takes the 
form of so-called small local projects, or support through trilateral cooperation. 
During committee hearings in the czech Foreign development aid council in 2015 – 2016, the czech government 
approved the calculation of new priority partner countries from the year 2018, by the decree n. 631 from the 
11th of June 2016. it consists of the following countries: bosna and hercegovina, cambodia, ethiopia, georgia, 
moldavia, zambia. the same decree also established a specific category of countries consisting of afghanistan, 
palestine, and ukraine and, additionally, through decree n. 588 from the 27th of July 2016, syria. in the previous 
priority countries, mongolia, Kosovo, and serbia, a transition period from 2018 to 2020 was established. the 
current projects will be finalized in its duration, based on their stage, and the czech foreign aid will be ended. co-
operation with these countries will continue in other forms, probably through commercial activities (mzv 2017b).
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(mFa 2018). the implementation of these principles in practice at the bilateral level 
has been the responsibility of the czech Development agency since 2008. concep-
tual matters have been dealt with by the Department of Development cooperation 
and humanitarian aid within the ministry of Foreign affairs since 2003. superior to 
them is the inter-ministerial council for Foreign Development cooperation as a coor-
dinating body since 2008.

in 2012, bilateral projects mainly targeted the Western balkans and eastern europe 
(27% of the total budget for bilateral projects in 2012), sub-saharan africa (11%), 
middle east (7%), east asia (10%), south and central asia (28%) (see mFa 2013). in 
2016, the balkans and eastern europe received the largest part of the budget of the 
czech oDa earmarked for bilateral aid (26%), followed by the middle east and north 
africa (16%), south and central asia (11%), sub-saharan africa (8%) and other asian 
states and the pacific (6%) (mFa 2017a).

in 2017 these ratios changed only minimally. Western balkans and eastern european 
countries received 23% of the czech oDa budget designated for bilateral projects, 
followed by the middle east and north africa (16%), sub-saharan africa (11%), south 
and central asia (10%), other asian states and the pacific (4%) and latin america 
(1%). nevertheless, the biggest part of the budget has since 2016 been devoted to 
expenditures for refugees during their first year of residence in the czech Republic. 
the biggest sum was received by moldavia (111 mil. czK), Jordan (101 mil. czK), 
ethiopia (89 mil. czK), bosna and hercegovina (82 mil. czK), and georgia (75 mil. 
czK) (mFa 2018b).

according to the sectoral focus of czech bilateral projects under the oDa in 2017 
focused on the topics of agriculture (90mil. czK), water and sanitation (56 mil. czK), 
social infrastructure (46 mil. czK), governance, and civil society (41 mil. czK) educa-
tion (29 mil. czK) and health (26 mil. czK). specific examples of projects include 
projects aimed at disaster prevention and response solutions, production and supply 
of energy, and also at the protection of the environment (mFa 2018).

according to the cDi index3, in 2017 the czech Republic was in the 19th position 
in assistance to developing countries. the best results are in the field of the envi-
ronment, thanks to high gasoline taxes and decreasing greenhouse gas emissions 

3   cDi index – commitment to development index is, since 2003, an annually prepared by the center for global 
Development (cgD). it is a ranking of the world’s 27 richest countries, based on their policies towards developing 
countries. this index goes above the standard comparison of development aid volume; it evaluates policies of 
developed countries in seven spheres, which are important for developing countries: aid, trade, investments, 
migration, environment, security and technologies (cgD 2013). more information can be found at: cgdev.orr/cdi.
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per unit of gDp. it also has above-average results in technology and trade, where 
relatively low barriers to imports from developing countries and substantial research 
support are the causes. nevertheless, in the area of   development aid provision, the 
czech Republic is assessed very badly, mainly due to low financial performance, 
which is in one of the lowest places among the cDi countries. the czech Republic 
also has a low rating in the quality of oDa provision. in this respect, the czech Repub-
lic should improve providing assistance which improves the transparency and quality 
of teaching in the target countries. in the field of migration, the czech Republic is 
second-worst due to its immigration policy and is again criticized for its low openness 
to immigrants, students, and refugees from developing countries (cDg 2018). this 
evaluation is similar to the results from 2013 when the czech Republic was criticized 
for inextensive foreign aid program, barriers to migrants and a small proportion of 
foreign students from developing countries, a small number of refugees from areas 
impacted by the humanitarian crisis, and a small number of immigrants from develop-
ing countries (Rodman and clark 2013).

in this context, the czech Republic is repeatedly criticized for its fragmentation and 
low efficiency in providing foreign development assistance. the most frequent criti-
cism is the excessive promotion of national (security, economic and political) interests, 
the low financial volume of the czech oDa (majerová 2012), and little coherence, or 
contradiction to other policies of the czech governments, such as its migration policy 
(stojanov et al. 2017).
 
the concept of the Development cooperation strategy of the cR (mzv 2010b) divides 
the priority countries from the cR‘s perspective into the following: i) program coun-
tries (bosnia and herzegovina, ethiopia, moldavia, and mongolia) with more precise 
programs of bilateral cooperation with a more concentrated sector-driven focus, and 
ii) project countries (georgia, cambodia, Kosovo, palestinian autonomous territories, 
serbia), some countries that acutely need developmental aid, but that, for objective 
(financial) reasons, cannot be founded on a bilateral basis. the ministry also lists within 
the oDa iii) other countries in the regions (often former priority countries, e.g. angola, 
vietnam, zambia), where former projects are still operational and the current support 
mostly takes the form of small, local projects or the so-called trilateral cooperation.
      
after the sessions of the council for international cooperation in 2015–2016, the gov-
ernment approved its resolution no. 631 from July 21, 2016, which includes a new list 
of partner countries for the period until 2018. the countries are bosnia and herzego-
vina, ethiopia, georgia, cambodia, moldavia, zambia. the same resolution includes 
a specific category of countries that includes afghanistan, palestine, and ukraine and, 
based on the resolution no. 588 from June 27, 2016, also syria. the remaining prior-
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ity countries, i.e. mongolia, Kosovo, and serbia, should see the completion of current 
projects in the period of 2018–2020 and the cooperation in this manner should then 
be concluded. the countries will cooperate, but in different forms, mostly on a com-
mercial level (mzv 2017b). 
 
the cDi index is annually composed by the center for global Development (cgD). it 
is a table of the world’s 27 richest countries, ranked on their policies towards devel-
oping countries. this index goes beyond the framework of standard foreign aid com-
parison of the volume of foreign aid. it evaluates the policies of developed countries 
in seven fields, deemed important for developing countries: aid, trade, investments, 
migration, the environment, safety, and technology (cgD 2013). more information 
can be found at cgdev.org/cdi.

loans – the new situation that emeRgeD 
in the 1990s
the end of the cold War completely changed the situation by providing more loans, 
but also in political and economic relations with many developing countries4. the 
provision of government credits was terminated in 1991 due to the growing amount 
of bad debts, except for deliveries to previously concluded contracts (mF 2005a). the 
ministry of Finance of the czech Republic (mF) has the responsibility for its enforce-
ment and its records. the general strategy of the czech Republic was the effort to 
conclude an agreement with the partner government on repayment of these financial 
receivables, or to find alternative solutions.
 
the reason why the confidentiality of data on certain receivables persists is that “the 
czech Republic is bound by the terms of the intergovernmental loan agreements 
based on which these claims arise. although most of these agreements were con-
cluded before 1989, they remain valid as basic legal documents based on which the 
claims of the czech Republic can be enforced. one of the terms of the intergovern-
mental loan agreements concluded for the export of “special material” is the con-
fidentiality of the type and quantity of this material, including its price “(mF 2005b; 
compare to bbc 2004). the czech Republic allegedly initiated the declassification of 
some agreements but the debtor states allegedly declined these proposals because 
of the special nature of the deliveries (mF 2005b).

4    Defined based on the Dac list of oDa Recipients (oecD 2017). it consists of almost all low and medium income 
countries, based on the World bank definition (World bank 2018). 
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in the past, the ministry of Finance has remunerated receivables under the terms 
agreed in intergovernmental loan agreements, even in cases where the debtors do 
not fulfill their obligations. if the debtor failed to repay their debts and refused to ne-
gotiate any way of settling their financial obligations at the level of state institutions, 
the ministry of Finance used any substitute forms of the solution ensuring at least 
partial recovery of receivables, including through commercial entities (mF 2005b; 
bbc 2004). this process is still being used.
 
[1]Defined according to the Dac list of oDa Recipients (oecD 2017). it includes 
nearly all countries with low and average income as listed by the World bank (World 
bank 2018).

the histoRY oF czech claims towaRDs 
Developing countRies at the beginning 
oF the centuRY
 
the number of claims towards indebted countries recorded a significant decline dur-
ing the first years of the 21st century, but it has to be emphasized that this was 
only due to the significant abolition of the Russian government’s debt. at the turn 
of 1999/2000, the amount of receivables amounted to over 200 bil. czK (equivalent 
to about 7.5-8 bil. usD). in march 2004, it was just over 70 bil. czK (approximately 
2.8 bil. usD), due to the settlement of the said debt claim of the Russian party (bbc 
2004).
 
as of 31 December 2004, the ministry of Finance of the czech Republic recorded 
receivables from foreign debtors amounting to 43.5 bil. czK (about 1.8 bil. usD). the 
highest claim related to Russia’s debts of 14.4 bil. czK (643.9 mil. usD) and Kazakh-
stan at an estimated 7.3-8 bil. czK (327- 360 mil. usD). (mF 2005a, spurný 2004, own 
calculations, compare to bbc 2004).
 
according to the ministry of Finance, the overwhelming majority of debtors did not 
fulfill their obligations at the beginning of this century (mF, 2005a). For example, the 
recovery of the debt owed to Kazakhstan at that time resembled “a game of blind 
grandmother”. the debt amounted to 8 bil. czK (at a rate of about 320 mil. usD at 
that time) (spurný 2004). the emergence of Kazakhstan’s indebtedness to the czech 
Republic is linked to the implementation of the agreement between the government 
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of the czechoslovak socialist Republic and the government of the us on cooperation 
in the acquisition of the Jamburg gas site. under the agreement, czechoslovakia 
provided a supply of machinery for the gas industry through the transit gas pipeline, 
later transformed into Čpp transgas, o.z., after the privatization of a part of the com-
pany, now Čpp transgas, a state company, founded by the czech ministry of industry 
and trade. the project was funded through a state loan and provided from the state 
budget. in 1996 a protocol was signed between the czech Republic and Kazakhstan, 
whereupon the debt is still recorded in the uRe units (156 mil.) (mF 2018). the min-
istry of Finance began to recover this debt from the local government in 2001, and 
a year later it declared this problem to be resolved. allegedly, both sides have agreed 
to pay half of their amount (spurný 2004, bbc 2004). consequently, there were 
some opaque negotiations of the czech government about its sale to a private sub-
ject (spurný 2004, compared to bbc 2004). however, total disillusionment occurred 
during the visit of the czech government delegation to Kazakhstan in 2004, when 
the president of Kazakhstan nazarbayev announced to his czech president Klaus that 
he had nothing to do with these debts because it is Russian, as it is originally of the 
soviet union (spurný 2004). the claim for Kazakhstan has not yet been recorded in 
monetary form, and negotiations have not produced any tangible results.
 
similarly, the czech Republic’s cuban debt amounted to 5.5 bil. czK  (245.9 mil. usD 
according to the exchange rate in 2004) (mF 2005a), but the cuban party rejected its 
debts with the czech party to act and debts to be recognized for more than 15 years 
(details see below). the reason is the cuban demand for “normalization” of foreign 
policy relations, and only subsequent debt negotiations. For the so-called normali-
zation of relations, cuban government officials represent primarily the cessation of 
submitting declarations of human rights violations in the united nations and stopping 
support for cuban dissent (bbc 2004).
 
this unwillingness to repay the receivables from the majority of countries has led 
to the gradual privatization of the recovery of receivables, for instance, their sale to 
private low-income entities. in this regard, tožička (2016) highlights many problems 
and uncertainties. some of these companies reside outside the czech Republic or 
directly in tax havens. the result is huge losses, which the czech state is trying to get 
back at least to a minimum.
 
perhaps the most bizarre example that has raised a large public interest and has 
reached a court decision is the development of peru’s claim, which since the time of 
the cssR, owed the czech state more than usD40 mil.. these were repaid to the 
account of the czechoslovak trade bank (Čsob), without anyone noticing it. When 
the czech Republic wanted to recover the debt, naturally, peru refused. the ministry 
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of Finance of the czech Republic hired the company anper, under unclear circum-
stances, to recover the debt and to obtain 95% of the recovered amount. one of the 
deputies of the mF then marked one Čsob accounts as the recipient account, and on 
that basis paid tens of millions to anper. a later audit found out that money had been 
on the account for eight years, and anper played no role in recovering it. although the 
czech ministry of Finance tried to conceal the whole matter, the czech press pub-
lished the case (tožička 2016), the fraudsters were finally convicted and the czech 
Republic is now recovering this amount from the former owners of the company (for 
details, see table 2).

another very problematic way of debt relief was the sale of the Russian debt under 
very non-transparent conditions to Falcon capital. this was the largest claim of the 
czech Republic, which was originally around 100 bil. czK (about 4 bil. usD in the ear-
ly millennium). based on the conclusion of new contracts between 2001 and 2002, 
its yield would be around 23 percent and maturity by the end of 2006 (bbc 2004). 
these transactions were accompanied by a great deal of confusion and the czech 
media was also very much involved.
 
the debt ratio of developing countries to the czech Republic was estimated at ap-
proximately 19.8 bil. czK (883 mil. usD) in 2004, excluding the unclear claim for 
Kazakhstan (see table 1). taking into account the estimated amount of Kazakh debt, 
the total debt of developing countries to the czech Republic would be around 27 bil. 
czK (1.21 bil. usD).

the highest debt ratio in developing countries (excluding Kazakhstan) was recorded 
by the czech ministry of Finance in cuba. it has amounted at the end of 2017 at 5.5 
bil. czK (equivalent to the then 245.9 mil. usD), libya at 4.5 bil. czK (199,2 mil. usD), 
and iraq with the expected amount of more than 4 bil. czK (183 mil. usD) (mF 2005a, 
mF 2005b). the last two receivables are subject to confidentiality due to the supply 
of special techniques to these countries.
 
the czech Republic’s ministry of Finances credits in algeria, in the amount of 2.8 bil. 
usD (125.5 mil. usD), in sudan at 1.7 bil. czK (77.7 mil. usD), in the case of nicara-
gua, 1.1 bil. czK (49.2 mil. usD), 851 mil. usD (38.1 mil. usD) for iran, and 835 mil. 
usD (37.3 mil. usD) for myanmar. (mF 2005a; mF 2005b)

among the least indebted developing countries in the czech Republic were laos at 
the end of 2004 with a financial debt of 4.9 mil. czK (200 thousand usD), cambodia 
with a commitment of 63 mil. czK (2.8 mil. usD), and afghanistan with a debt of 77,3 
mil. czK (3.5 mil. usD) (mF 2005b).
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Figure 2: the obligations of developing countries towards the cR by December 31, 2004

the state
the debt  

(mil.s, czK)
the debt  

(mil.s, usD) *

afghanistan 77.3 3.5

algeria 2,806.5 125.5

china 252.5 11.3

iraq 1), 2) 4,100.0 183.3

iran 851.2 38.1

cambodia 63.0 2.8

cuba 5,500.0 245.9

laos 4.9 0.2

libya 1) 4,455.9 199.2

myanmar 835.1 37.3

nicaragua 1,100.0 49.2

north Korea 196.7 8.8

sudan 1,737.6 77.7

syria 1), 2) 2,319.3 103.7

total 19,755.9 883.3

belarus 40.0 1.8

Former republics of Yugo-
slavia

2,000.0 89.4

Kazakhstan 3) 7,304.1 326.6

Russia 14,400.0 643.9

notes: * exchange rate usD~czK – 1 : 22.365 (31.12.2004)   1) confidential   2) estimated   3) unclear
source: stojanov (2006)
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the DetaileD Development oF selecteD 
obligations oF Developing countRies 
towaRDs the cR
the number of indebted developing countries is quite vast and it is not possible to 
thoroughly describe the development and current situation within this report. i have 
therefore selected several examples of states which most frequently appear in czech 
or foreign media, along with examples that demonstrate the complexity of the topic 
and how the czech Republic carries out debt settlements. it is therefore not a com-
plete list of all countries.

afghanistan 

the czech ministry of Finances accredited the company hassan Rahimian import-ex-
port to secure the acceptance of the debt stemming from carrying out the contract by 
pragoinvest as a part of a granted governmental loan. consequently, in 2020 Čsob 
concluded, based on the accreditation by the mF cR of the hassan Rahimian import-
export contract with a suspensory option, that in the case of the aforementioned 
debt being accepted by afghanistan, that the debtor statement will be transferred to 
the company at five percent of its nominal value. at the end of 2006, the accredited 
company presented documents that proved the acceptance of the debt by the af-
ghani party. During July – august 2007 the contractually negotiated sum of circa 4,1 
mil czK was transferred to mF cR bank account, thereby settling afghanistan’s debt 
(mF 2009a).
 
iraq

in 2006, an intergovernmental deal between the czech Republic and iraq was signed, 
abolishing 60 % of the iraqi debt. another part of the debt (20 %) was pardoned at 
the end of 2008 in connection to the evaluation done by the imF. the rest is listed as 
an obligation with an interest of 5 %. in 2009–2018, iraq paid back approx. 1.24 bn. 
czK of its principal and did so in accord to the agreed, non-interest, schedule (mF 
2009b–2019a, Žurovec 2019)5

 

5    in 2009 iraq payed the czech republic the sum of 12,2 mil. czK (consisting only of interest), based on the pay-
ment calendar agreed-upon. in 2010 the payment amounted to 27,8 mil. czK and in 2011 to 85,3 mil. czK (mF 
2009b, 2010, 2011, 2012). in 2012 the iraqi government repaid almost 152 mil. czK (mF 2013) and payed an 
additional sum of 151 mil. czK the following year (mF 2014). in 2014 iraq payed 153 mil. czK (mF 2015) and in 
2015 the payment amounted to 175 mil. czK (mF 2016). in 2016 iraq payed 173 mil. czK (mF 2017) and in 2017 
about 162,5 mil. czK (mF 2018). in 2018 iraq’s payment was 142 mil. czK (mF 2019a). 
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cambodia

in 2008, the czech Republic pardoned three-quarters of cambodian debt, which origi-
nally amounted to 3.6 mil. usD. a quarter of the obligation was deposed to an ac-
count held by the czech Republic in the cambodian national bank and is used to 
finance health and educational projects. We may regard it as a way of efficient debt 
relief (mF 2009).
 
cuba

the ministry of Foreign affairs attempted, without success, to address members 
of the cuban state administration and central banks (mF 2011, 2015). in 2012, the 
cuban ministry of Finance simply announced it is not the right time for negotiations 
and that the damages which cuba suffered from the collapse of the comecon and 
the Warsaw pact should be taken into consideration (mF 2013). as late as 2014, the 
cuban ministry started negotiations on the financial obligations towards the czech 
Republic and in 2015, the cuban national bank and the central bank agreed to oper-
ate with the debt in its entirety (i.e. its civilian and military in clearing Rubles and the 
obligation in euros) while asking the cR to pardon the part in clearing Rubles (XtR). 
in contrast, it promised to pay the obligation in euros, probably in a long series of 
payments (mF 2016). in 2017, cuba expressed the willingness to pay back the entire 
sum (in euR) and settle the interest with material goods. the XtR debt is still seen 
by the cuban party as a debt that should not be tied to any payment deadlines. cuba 
rejected the czech offer that the XtR debt should be settled by creating a joint fund 
that would support the development of czech–cuban relationships, arguing that they 
see no reason to change their policy regarding these debts (mF 2018). 

cuba’s debt is composed of one part of a deposit in euro and one part of a sum of 
719,5 mil in transferable rubles. using the exchange rate of 9 czK for 1 transferable 
ruble, the total sum of the debt was, according to czech records circa 6,5 bil. czK. 
cuba accepts the debt as a whole but does not accept the exchange rate of the trans-
ferable ruble to czK or any other currency. based on eurostat recommendation it is 
possible to take steps in this situation, like any other debtor. based on information 
valid on 31.12.2018 a new exchange rate was set at 0,9 czK to 1 transferable ruble. 
the exchange rate difference is – 5,75 bil. czK. the outstanding debt is therefore 
1,33 bil. czK, almost equally divided between the stock and interest (mF 2019a)..
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laos

in 2008, laos paid back 748,000 czK as agreed. the remaining part, 1.1 mil. czK 
was paid the following year (2009) and the debt is therefore settled (mF 2009, 2010).
 
libya

the libyan obligation emerged from the realization of the agreement on supplies of 
military material from 1985 (mF 2014). During the 2007 talks, libya submitted a copy 
of a document that quotes the issue as solved. intergovernmental talks were thereby 
halted until a full assessment of the nature of the document could take place (mF 
2009). a final agreement has so far been out of reach, with the political and security 
situation in current libya playing a part.
 
myanmar (burma)

myanmar was paying the debt to the czech Republic and the slovak Republic based 
on an agreement reached with the mediator company transakta in 1995. by 2008, 
91.7 mil. czK was paid, and 101.7 mil. czK a year later. 
in 2010, 141 mil. czK was paid, in 2011 it was 119.9 mil. czK. this marked the fulfill-
ment of burmese obligations (mF 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012). 
 
nicaragua

in 1996, via a swiss mediator company Raffaels ag, a payment schedule was agreed 
upon with nicaragua. according to the schedule, the state would pay the negotiated 
sum by 2009 with a part of the debt pardoned by the cR (mF 2009, 2010).
 
peru

the court of law sentenced ing. anton murárik and ing. Karel ponocný (in the case 
of dual enforcement of the czech claim) to a duty of solidarity compensation to the 
ministry of Finance of the czech Republic of 43 mil. czK (mF 2009). in 2010, two 
properties were auctioned in seizure and the ministry was therefore paid 5,1 mil. czK 
(mF 2011), two years later, another 90,000 czK was paid (mF 2013). by 2016, 11.5 
mil. czK was paid via seizure and auction (mF 2017). the czech Republic currently 
records an outstanding debt in the total sum of 29 mil. czK (mF 2019a).
 
north Korea

at the 2009 negotiations between the ministries of finance of the czech Republic 
and north Korea, the entire debt was recognized with the Korean side recognizing 
the previously denied component in usD located on the so-called barter account. 
the Korean side offered proposed a 100 % or 95 % pardon with a partial payment, 
which would be used to educate north Koreans in e.g. banking and customs, which 
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the czech side rejected. after calculating the debt in convertible currency, the north 
Korean debt is 3 mil. usD (mF 2011), but the Korean side rejected the calculation 
until the cR accepts a maximum of 5 % payment of the debt (mF 2013). the czech 
Republic currently records an outstanding debt in the total sum of 197 mil. czK (mF 
2019a).
 
serbia

serbia’s debt was created in the first half of the 1990s as a final trade settlement 
between the czech Republic, slovakia, and the former Yugoslavia, the majority of 
whose debt was carried over to serbia. based on the previous agreement, serbia 
paid the one-time debt of 222,2 mil. czK (9,8 mil. usD). the original debt of serbia 
amounted to 741 mil. czK (32,8 mil. usD). based on the agreement czech Republic 
forgave 23 mil. usD of serbia’s original debt. the forgiven debt was added as a con-
tribution of the czech Republic towards official development aid and is based on the 
conditions of the paris debtors club, which agreed with serbia. based on this agree-
ment it is not possible to provide better payment conditions, then those which were 
negotiated in the agreement (týden.cz 2019).

sudan

sudan has not been paying its dues. the central bank and ministry of Finance of 
sudan recognize the debt in its entirety (including interest) but refuses to take any 
steps until the international community decides on the manner and form of partial or 
full pardon (mF 2009). the delegates of the ministry of Finance attended the 2016 
conference of the paris club which attends to the issue in cooperation with other 
international financial institutions such as the international monetary Fund (imF) and 
World bank (Wb) (mF 2017).
 
syria

in 2008, the czech Republic and the slovak Republic made a debt settlement agree-
ment with syria. in July 2008, syria paid the agreed sum, the czech Republic receiv-
ing 9.6 mil. czK (circa 500 thousand usD). the czech Republic pardoned a debt of 
approx. 10.3 mil. czK which could be filed as oDa within foreign aid of the czech 
Republic. the pardon was linked to the past civilian supplies (mF 2009). 
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the state
the debt (mil. czK)

2004 2010 2015 2018

afghanistan 77.3 - - -

albania ? 76 - -

algeria 2,806.5 4185) 6) 6215) 6) 1,340

belarus 40 34 44 40

china4) 252.5 2568) 3178) 2918)

india5) ? 72 775) 80

indonesia ? ? ? 485)

iraq 4,1001), 2) 3,5018) 3,4819) 3,057

iran 851 2,8909) 4,0709) 2,9319)

Former countries of Yugo-
slavia

2,000 2,365 4,136 594

cambodia 63 - - -

cuba6) 5,500 6,447 6,943 1,333

cuba, libya1) 5,705 7,637

laos 5 - - -

libya1) 4,456 ? ? ?

myanmar 835 26 - -

nicaragua 1,100 - - -

peru5) ? 38 40 29

north Korea 197 187 203 197

serbia ? ? ? 741

sudan 1,738 2,120 3,395 3,073

syria1), 2) 2,319 - - -

tanzania5) ? 25 32 29

Kazakhstan3) 7,304
4,566

2,886 2,886

ukrajine3) ? 1,680 1,680

Russia 14,400 1,9128) 1,0768) 3955)

slovenia7) ? ? ? 5

total claims10) 48,044 30,638 37,059 26,359

Figure 3: the development of obligations of developing countries towards the 
cR in 2004–2018 (always by 31.12. of the given year)

notes: 1) confidential, special loans   2) estimated   3) the obligation of Čpp transgas, state enterprise   4) the 
balance, including loans of czech companies   5) Deblockers and other subjects   6) Without special loans   7)  
slovenian enterprises   8) Deblockers and the government claim combined   9) state assurance and government claim 
combined   10) outside of serbia   11) originally part of the debt of the former Yugoslav republics   ? information is 
missing   - Debt was payed back, or forgiven according to available information
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paid (mil. czK)

2008 2010 2015 2018

- - - -

21.5 19.0 - -

41.7 6) 4.7 - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - 2.65)

- - - -

27.8 175.9 142

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

0.7 - - -

- - - -

91.7 141.0 - -

7.3 - - -

- 5.1 - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

9.6 - - -

- - - -

- - - -

- - - -

308.6 2.6 ? ?

- - - -

524 200 177 164

in 2018 the czech Republic claimed 
144,6 from foreign debt. between 
2014 – 2018 the czech Republic re-
ceived debt repayments amounting 
to 848,7 mil. czK (Žurovec 2019). the 
figure shows us that the general trend 
of debt of developing countries in the 
last period has grown until 2015 and 
partially fallen in 2017. one of the rea-
sons is the irrecoverable nature of the 
debts, lack of will on the partners’ part, 
and refusal to recognize the claims 
(e.g. china, cuba), with the cR’s re-
fusal to pardon the debts also being 
a factor. the total debt sum has been 
dropping since 2017 (see table 4).
 
at the end of 2018 16 countries owned 
a total of 26,4 bil. czK to the czech re-
public. in 2017 this sum stood at 29,6 
bil. this drop of circa 3,1 bil. czK was 
based on the statement of eurostat, 
that the debt records can only include 
interest approved by both the creditor 
and debtor. therefore, effective from 
31.12.2018, the debts of iran and for-
mer Yugoslav countries (excluding ser-
bia) will continue to be recorded on in 
as the value of the stock. a part of the 
interest of iran’s debt was an owned 
sum of circa 188 mil. usD, which was 
created in the 1990s, due to the over-
draft of resources while deblocking 
the slovak segment of the clearing ac-
count in the czech Republic’s favor. at 
the interest cancellation, this sum was 
selected out and will be continued to 
be recorded by the slovak ministry of 
Finance (mF 2019a). source: stojanov (2006), ministry of Finance of the cR 

(mF 2011, 2016, 2019a) and Žurovec (2019)
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Figure 4: obligations of developing countries with the cR by December 31, 2018

the state
the debt 2017 

(mil., czK) 
the debt 2018 

(mil., czK)
the debt 2017 
(mil., usD) *

the debt 2018 
(mil., usD) *

algeria5) 556 1340 25,7 59,0

belarus 38 40 1.8 1.8

china4) 279 2918) 12.9 12.8

india5) 78 805) 3.6 3.5

indonesia 90 485) 4.2 2.1

iraq 3,102 3,057 143.2 134.7

iran 3,588 2,9319) 165.6 129.2

Kazakhstan3) 2,886 2,886 133.2 127.2

cuba, libya1) 7,152 7,637 331.1 336.5

cuba6) 7,072 1,333 326.4 58.7

Former Yugo-
slav Republics 
(excluding 
serbia)

2,641 594 121.9 26.2

peru 29 29 1.3 1.3

Russia5) 1,032 395 47.6 17.4

north Korea 194 197 9.0 8.7

slovenia7) 5 5 0.2 0.2

serbia 697 741 32.2 32.7

sudan 2,912 3,073 134.4 135.4

tanzania 28 29 1.3 1.3

ukraine3) 1,680 1,680 77.5 74.0

total 34,015 26,359 1,525.3 1,162.7

notes: * the exchange rate usD~czK – 1 : 21,668 (31.12.2017)   1) confidential   2) estimated   3) the obligati-
on of Čpp transgas, state enterprise   4) balance including the loans from czech comapnies (44 mil. czK)   5) 
Deblockers and other subjects   6) Without special loans   7)  slovenian enterprises
source: the ministry of Finance of the cR (mF 2018)
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Debt RelieF bY the czech Republic
the czech governments have been consistent since the 1990s in their reluctance to 
pardon debts. the ministry of Finance of the czech Republic, however, often took 
the situations in individual countries and their possibilities into account and respected 
the joint decisions of the eu regarding pardons and the recommendations given by 
the World bank and the international monetary Fund regarding the process of debt 
relief program suggested in cases of the poorest countries (the heavily indebted poor 
countries initiative – hipc) (mF 2005b; cf. bbc 2004).
 
For instance, in 1996, bilateral negotiations took place between the delegates of re-
spective ministries of finance of the czech Republic and nicaragua regarding the 
payment of nicaraguan debt to the cR. “based on these negotiations, a contract on 
gradual relief of the majority of the debt towards the czech Republic was signed, 
pardoning 93 % of all debt calculated during the period of repayment” (mF 2005b). 
by December 31, 2004, the claim was still quite considerable – 1.1 bil. czK (49.2 mil. 
usD) (mF 2005a). the remaining part of the claim has since been repaid.
 
a similar approach was adopted towards several other countries. cambodia was for-
given 75% of their debit in 2008, iraq was forgiven 80% of their debt in 2006 and 
2008 (mF 2009b, see below for details). in 2008 syria was forgiven a sum of 10,3 mil. 
czK (mF 2009b). most recently at the end of 2018, the governments of the czech 
Republic and serbia agreed to cancel a sum of 23 mil. usD from a total of 32,8 mil. 
usD (týden.cz) and therefore in 2019, serbia only paid about 30% of the owed sum.
 
according to the data from the Wb, the czech Republic promised debt relief to the 
states partaking in the relief program hipc in the total of 6.1 mil. usD. 6in particular, 
the promise was linked to nicaragua (5.1 mil. usD), tanzania (0.9 mil. usD), and zam-
bia (0.1 mil. usD) (Wb 2004: 97). a year later, it was a total of 6.3 mil. usD, since the 
czech Republic decided to relieve the nicaraguan debt of 5.3 mil. usD.

in 2000 the czech Republic settled the official debt of several less developed coun-
tries, ranked as hipc, in a total sum of 584 mil. czK (15 mil. usD) (mFa 2002). in ta-
ble 5 we can observe that in the decade between 2000 and 2009 czech governments 
relieved a total sum of about 2 bil. czK (equivalent to 75,1 mil. usD). nevertheless, 
between 2010 and 2018 the czech Republic did not carry out any debt relief (mFa 
2017a, 2018b). only in 2019, the czech Republic forgave a sum of circa 519 mil. czK, 
equivalent to 23 mil. usD (týden.cz). 

6  in order to make them comparable to other countries, i will use only sums in usD in the following paragraphs.
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table 5: Debt relief development between czech Republic and developing 
countries 2000-2019

Year / 
period

total sum relieved
(in mil.s czK)

total sum relieved
(in mil.s usD)

2000 584.1 15.0

2001 0 0

2002 380.1 11.61

2003 247.7 8.78

2004 275.8 10.73

2005 229.9 9.60

2006 333.0 14.73

2007 230.1 11.33

2008 20.4 1.20

2009 58.60 3.07

2010-2018 0 0

2019 518.8 23.0

source: mFa (2002, 2010a, 2019), Development center (2004), týden.cz (2019), original calculations

as is evident from table 6, between 2002 and 2019 the czech Republic forgave circa 
2,3 bil. czK in debt, which were included into oDa provided. the largest debts were 
relieved towards nicaragua, serbia, and albania.

table 6: bilateral debt relief accounted in oDa of cR

(in mil. czK) 1999-
2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010-

2018 2019*

Debt relief 
total

0 380 248 276 230 333 230 20 59 0 520

thereof: 
syria 10

nicaragua 248 276 230 280 230 10 10
albania 53
serbia 520

cambodia 49

* valid to 31.9. 2019.  source: mF (2019b)
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most debt relief came in the years of 2006 and 2008 with a total sum of circa 5 bil. 
czK, which was not possible to account for oDa (mF 2019b). this means that it was 
most probably debt connected to the purchase of special technology (weapons) in 
the former czechoslovakia.

in 2017, the czech Republic paid the third (and last) obligation within the 17th com-
plement of the iDa sources, paying 116.81 mil. czK. iDa belongs to the World bank 
group and provides the partner countries interest–free loans and grants to support sus-
tainable growth and improve living conditions of the people (renewing infrastructure, 
agriculture, institutional reforms, basic education, health care, access to clean drinking 
water or the policies to protect the climate, etc.) 75 countries are eligible to the support 
of the iDa. the czech Republic has been the donor since 1990 and in 2014 it promised 
to provide support to the iDa funds in the total sum of 349.73 mil. czK (mzv 2013). 

the goal of the multilateral Debt Relief initiative (mDRi) is a 100 % debt relief to the 
developing countries selected by the iDa. the czech Republic has set the goal for 
the fiscal years 2015–2025 to contribute to the mDRi with 140.26 mil. czK. it has 
been doing so in regular yearly payments (the payment schedule is revised every 
three years). in 2017, the czech Republic deposited the 11th payment of 9.81 mil. 
czK (mzv 2018).

Final RemaRKs anD RecommenDations
european non-profit organizations and various academics have, for a long period of 
time, been pointing out the fact that governments have been including various items 
such as debt relief, expenditures towards refugee care in donor countries, stipends 
for foreign students from developing countries or their experts on global education, 
in their development aid. this is not to impugn the importance of these expenditures, 
but the problem of them being accounted as total development aid, despite them 
having no direct or no overall effect on reducing the poverty of the inhabitants of 
developing countries. this simply serves to increase oDa expenditures. 

in the case of debt relief is problematic due to the creation of the debt, which in many 
cases belongs to socialist czechoslovakia and did not serve to decrease poverty, but 
to support authoritarian regimes. in the case of stipends, it is important to pause and 
think about what is the ratio of students returning to their countries of origin, and their 
role in solving development problems. such distorted statistics are therefore referred 
to as inflated aid (FoRs 2019).
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an important problem remains how to deal with claims in countries where dictatorial, 
military, or authoritarian regimes still exist (cuba, iran, myanmar, china, and Kazakh-
stan). is it moral or correct to forgive the debts to these regimes or to demand them? 
alternatively, is it more effective to wait for forgiveness for a system change that will 
lead to democratic, liberal, or otherwise called equality of chances and opportunities 
for all? there are still many more questions than clear and systematic responses to 
the debt of developing countries in the czech Republic.

another problem remains the reluctance of czech governments to forgive claims to 
developing countries. instead of their forgiveness, the czech government preferred 
selling loans to private czech and foreign companies with very low yields. similar 
yields also occur for forgiven receivables and the forgiven portion can still be included 
in oDa. We can only guess about the reasons for these practices; czech journalists 
speculate about the connection of these companies to political parties that made 
sales decisions.

the following recommendations are based on the above findings:

1.  to increase the czech oDa to the value of its obligations stemming from un and 
eu membership

2.  attempt to increase the effectiveness of individual programs and projects carried 
out as a part of the czech oDa and, for example, avoid never-ending chaining of bi-
lateral projects, where the sustainability of one project is replaced but another one. 

3.  Do not forgive debts to dictatorial regimes such as current north Korea’s govern-
ment and, on the contrary, support new democratic regimes with an appropriate 
debt relief approach.

4.  stop selling developing countries’ claims to private entities.
5.  to forgive 90-95% of the commitments of those countries that are heading for 

democratic regimes and to dedicate an amount equivalent to approximately 5-10% 
of the original claim to the development of bilateral relations, for example by build-
ing quality education, research capacities, etc. similarly, the czech Republic has 
already applied in the case of nicaragua and cambodia.
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